A peaceful oasis in Sard inia
A hidden gem tucked away in a small cove on the magnificent Costa Smeralda

Hotel
The Grand Hotel Poltu Quatu, nestled along pink
granite rocks and lush Mediterranean vegetation
in a natural fjord facing La Maddalena
Archipelago, just a few steps from the stunning
Costa Smeralda.
Enchanting views of little white buildings embellished
with plants and gardens, a charming place where
the harmony between nature and architecture reigns.
The Hotel's architecture reflects the style of the
famed architect Jean Claude Lesuisse, genius
of architectural masterpieces in Costa Smeralda and
all over the world.
Exclusive services
A high standard service ensures that our guests
live an unforgettable experience in a relaxing and
luxurious atmosphere.
RESTAURANTS AND BARS
Embark on a memorable culinary journey and enjoy
the best of the Mediterranean and international
cuisines.
• Our main restaurant Maymon, enjoying a

breathtaking view overlooking the Marina
dell'Orso, will enhance your taste buds through
contemporary Mediterranean cuisine with a twist
of Sardinian flavours.
• The Ishter restaurant, which overlooks the hotel
swimming pool, offers a selection of simple
dishes such as classic grilled meat and fish dishes.
A varied menu that pleases guests of all ages and
nationalities.
• The Tanit Restaurant Et Bar overlooking the f jord
of Poltu Quatu, is specialized in fish and is the
favorite destination of the international jet set.
Opened every evening, it is an ideal spot to enjoy
a stunning sunset overlooki ng the sea.
• The pool Bar is the perfect place to enjoy
delicious drinks and taste our specialties during a
relaxing day by the pool.
CONFERENCE/MEETING ROOM
The conference centre, with its 450 sq. m., is
equipped with the latest technology and has been
conceived to adapt to every type of business events
and requirements. The largest two rooms together
make a plenary room, able to host up to 250 people.

1. Luxurious white architecture designed by the world-acclaimed architect Jean Claude Lesuisse - 2. Each
of the 143 elegant rooms and 66 apartments are a glimpse of Sardinia - 3. Enjoy a Mediterranean
culinary journey in the hotel's two restaurants and pool bar - 4. The hotel is located on the natural Fjord
Facing La Maddalena Archipelago

Rooms
The Grand Hotel Poltu Quatu features 143 rooms
and 66 apartments, all elegantly furnished. The
colors of the earth, the gold of the sun, the blue of
the sea, each room is a small glimpse of
Sardinia, proposed at the highest levels of style
and comfort. The original design of the hotel reflects
the recognizable style of Jean Claude Lesuisse, the
world's famous architecture master.

• FREE WIFI
• LCD TV FEATURING A WIDE SELECTION
OF SKY TV AND INTERNATIONAL
CHANNELS
• 24/7 ROOM SERVICE (seasonal)
• LAUNDRY SERVICE
• SAFETY BOX
• AIR CONDITIONING

•
•
•
•
•

MINIBAR
CAR PARK
BEAUTY CENTER
FITNESS CENTER
TENNIS AND SOCCER COURTS

Location
Poltu Quatu, meaning "hidden harbour" in Sardinian
dialect, is a hidden gem on Sardinia's Emerald Coast.
From the private marina (accommodating up to 311
mooring berths) you can discover the crystalline La
Maddalena Archipelago and the neighbor Corsica
island.
Enjoy a pleasant stroll along the Marina's promenade,
between elegant restaurants and boutiques.
Olbia international airport is 35 km far away.

Booking + 39 0789 95 62 00 - reservation@poltuquatu.com

